
 

 
 

 
 

 
            
             
  

 

 

 

From: Sundby, Suzannah [e-mail address redacted] 

Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2012 6:27 PM 

To: preissuance_submissions
 
Subject: Third Party Submission of Prior Art in a Patent Application (Response to Proposed Rules) 


ATTN: Nicole D. Haines
            Legal Advisor

 Office of Patent Legal Administration 
Office of the Associate Commissioner for Patent Examination Policy 

Dear Ms. Haines: 

1. Proposed Sec.1.290(d)(2) and Sec. 1.291(c)(2) require a concise description of the 
asserted relevance of each listed document. Although the supplementary comments to 
the proposed rules indicate that the USPTO does not propose to evaluate the 
sufficiency of the concise description other than determining whether such a concise 
description has been submitted and whether it is not merely a bare statement that does 
not amount to a meaningful concise description, the USPTO then attempts to explain 
what a concise description is and that one should refrain from submitting a verbose 
description of relevance. As the concise description is a requirement and failure to 
comply with such will result in the third party submission or protest not being entered in 
the record, I respectfully request more guidance and examples as to what the USPTO 
interprets as being a concise description and what the USPTO would consider to be too 
verbose and/or non-compliant. Such guidance should also take into account that 
certain technologies and legal issues may require a more detailed explanation in order 
for the examiner to fully appreciate the significance of the submission.  Further, I 
recommend procedures for notifying a third party submitter of a non-compliant concise 
description and procedures for curing such a defect. 

2. The USPTO proposes to remove Sec. 1.99 which allows a third party to submit 
patents, published patent applications, or printed publications without comment. I 
recommend that Sec. 1.99 remain as one may desire to make such a submission 
without comment and requiring one to provide a concise description (by making 
Sec.1.290(d)(2) and Sec. 1.291(c)(2) the only procedures for third party submissions) 
may inhibit one from making such a submission.  Therefore, keeping Sec. 1.99 would 
help ensure that the examiner is aware of and considers art which the public deems to 
be relevant and thereby improve patent quality.  I also recommend that the time for 
making such a submission under Sec. 1.99 be amended to be the same as that for 
proposed Sec. 1.290. Finally, with regard to the failure to submit a concise description 
under Sec.1.290(d)(2) and Sec. 1.291(c)(2), I recommend considering a rule where the 
failure to provide a concise description in a submission under Sec.1.290 or Sec. 1.291 
automatically defaults the submission to one under Sec. 1.99. 

3. The USPTO does not propose to notify an applicant that there has been a third party 
submission until the examiner issues an office action. I recommend that the USPTO 
implements procedures for notifying an applicant of such a submission as it may 
increase patent quality, examination and application pendency.  In particular, an 
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applicannt may decide to submmit claim ammendments and/or remmarks prior tto an office 
action inn order to coompact proosecution. 

4. The ddocument lissting requirrements forr proposed Sec.1.290 are quite specific 
and propposed Sec.. 1.290(a) sstates that aa "third-partty submissiion in an appplication wwill 
not be eentered or cconsidered by the Officce if the subbmission iss not in commpliance witth 35 
U.S.C. 1122(e) and this sectionn". If a submission is nnon-compli ant, no refuund is proviided 
and no nnotice of noon-compliannce is sent to the submmitter.  Thus, it is resppectfully 
requesteed that the USPTO proovides guiddance as to o what typess of mistakees would sttill 
result is a compliannt submissioon, e.g. a tyypographiccal error in tthe patent nnumber of aa 
listed paatent, incorrrectly providding the firsst inventor'ss name, or issue date,, if the correect 
informattion may bee readily determined b y the concise descripttion, or by tthe patent ittself 
(in the ccase where the patent number is correct, butt the inventtor's name or issue daate is 
wrong). In additionn, I recommmend partial acceptancce of a thirdd party submmission if thhe 
defect cannot be cuured. For eexample, if the non-coompliance reelates to onnly one of thhe 
submitteed documennts, I recommmend redaacting the nnon-compliaant parts off the 
submisssion such thhat the otheer documennts and their concise ddescriptionss may be 
entered and then cconsidered by the examminer so lonng as the pprocess doees not causse 
any undue delay inn the examination of thhe applicatioon. 

Thank yyou for this oopportunityy to comment on the proposed third party suubmission rules.
 

Best reggards, 

Suzannaah K. Sundby, Esq. 

Reg. Noo. 43,172 


The viewss expressed hherein are minne and are noot to be attribuuted to any otther person oor entity includding 
Smith, Gaambrell & Russsell, LLP or aany client of thhe firm. 

SUZANNAHH K. SUNDBY | Attorney at Law 

[number reddacted] phone 
[number reddacted] fax 
www.sgrlaww.com 
[e-mail address redacted] 

1130 Conneecticut Avenue,  N.W. 
Suite 1130 
Washingtonn, D.C. 20036

 SMITH, GAMMBRELL & RUSSSELL, LLP 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: 
To ensure coompliance with reqquirements impossed by the IRS, wee inform you that aany U.S. federal t tax advice containned in this 
communication (including any attachments) is nnot intended or wr itten to be used, aand cannot be useed, for the purposse of (i) avoiding 
penalties undder the Internal Reevenue Code or ( ii) promoting, marrketing or recommmending to anotheer party any transaaction or matter 
addressed heerein. 
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Confidentiality Notice 
This message is being sent by or on behalf of a lawyer. It is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it is addressed. This 
communication may contain information that is proprietary, privileged or confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are 
not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you have 
received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and delete all copies of the message. 




